This article scrutinizes election district and inspection district reports written by the deputies of the Turkish single-party government and the role of these reports in state decision making. Underscoring social discontent and the fragile hegemony of the new regime—both of which motivated the republican elite to monitor state and party administrations and public opinion—the article argues that the practice of reporting was neither a project of social engineering nor a practice peculiar to the Turkish state but rather a requirement of a polity concerned with the opinion of its citizens. In the absence of direct political participation of the people in government, the reports mediated between the state and society. Contrary to conventional accounts of the single-party period, the article argues that the republican elite did not govern the country through top-down decrees but instead sought to ascertain public opinion and its own administrative defects so as to consolidate its fragile hegemony. Based on these findings, I propose that we redefine the early republican state as a flexible authoritarian regime that was not detached from the society.

On 25 September 1943—during the most authoritarian years of the single-party period in Turkey, under İsmet İnönü’s presidency—Şevket Torgut, deputy of Kırşehir, a central Anatolian province, and party inspector of Zonguldak, a western Black Sea province, reported on his in-depth investigations into peasant grievances regarding the livestock theft plaguing Zonguldak, especially in the subdistrict of Çağcum. He wrote that the peasants had accused the subdistrict director (nahiye müdürü) of ignoring the problem and even of collaborating with the thieves. Torgut strongly recommended that the secretary general of the Republican People’s Party (RPP) dismiss the subdistrict director immediately. This part of the report circulated among the secretary general, several RPP bureaus, and the minister of internal affairs and was evaluated thoroughly by all of them. Finally, the government, finding the peasants’ complaints well grounded, dismissed the subdistrict director. The secretary general, Nafi Atıf Kansu, also kindly requested that the minister of internal affairs remove the gendarme commander of the region in order to further alleviate the public’s grievance.¹
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Reports containing detailed information about society, public opinion, local governments, and RPP organizations inundated the Kemalist leadership during the early republican era. Circulated among cabinet ministers, RPP bureaus, and the RPP secretary general, the reports brought the voices of society into the decision-making process of the government. The example given previously is just one of many that illustrate this bottom-up decision-making practice.

In spite of this complicated mechanism linking the government to the society, the Turkish single-party state is usually assumed to have been a coercive, callous, and bureaucratic polity, a continuation of the so-called Asiatic-despotic and transcendental Ottoman state tradition. Frequently compared to contemporary authoritarian regimes, it is believed to have been isolated from society, governed by the rigid command of a few high authorities closed to social inputs. Notwithstanding the diversity of scholarly positions, both nationalist and critical approaches have often focused on the ruling elites and on legal and institutional politics dominated by the RPP and have portrayed the state as a strong and independent structure, be it “good” or “bad.”\(^2\) The hegemony of the elite-centered political-history approach has gone hand in hand with a belief in the scarcity of sources on state–society interactions.\(^3\) Therefore, a shift of focus—which is under way in recent studies—toward exploring a more nuanced and complex history of state–society interactions in daily life requires not only a methodological and paradigmatic shift but also the exploration of new sources that depict the junctions between the state and society.\(^4\)

Reports written by RPP deputies about their election and inspection districts during the early republican period—which are stored in the Republican Archives and have recently been made available to researchers—call into question widely accepted arguments about the single-party state. Written annually or biennially by the deputies after investigating their districts, then circulated among and evaluated by both the top party leaders and government bureaucrats, these previously unexamined records represent important points of contact between the state and society and include extensive information on social, economic, cultural, and political life in various localities. An in-depth examination of both the reports and the inspection mechanism that generated them is thus of great importance for understanding the early republican regime and Kemalism. The main question this paper seeks to address is what role the reports played in the functioning of the government during the early republican regime. It explores the social dynamics and underlying aims that motivated the state to set up the report mechanism. My conclusion is that the inspection and reporting system was a response of the state to social pressures and needs rather than part of a social-engineering project. A close look at the motives behind the construction of the system shows that, contrary to what is commonly believed, the early republican state did not disregard the society and public opinion.

The article also examines how the inspection and reporting mechanism functioned in the decision-making process of government and party administrations. I propose that the reports played a crucial role as a communication channel joining the political elites to local communities rather than functioning as a unidirectional mechanism of control. A variety of information on public opinion, the population, and administrative processes gathered in the reports ultimately influenced the state’s decisions. The reports enabled the society to communicate with political power-holders, even if indirectly, and thus constituted a bridge—albeit not an ideal, seamless, or flawless one—between the state and society that made authorities more sensitive to the populace and more adaptable to
public opinion. In examining this practice, the article complicates conventional accounts that replicate an image—created by the Kemalist elite—of the state as a detached, independent, and powerful entity. The Kemalist elite’s motives for establishing the report mechanism, and its systematic treatment of the reports that were generated, illustrate how the early republican state was neither isolated from social inputs nor maintained a rigid structure in the face of popular sentiment.

A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE REPORTS

The first attempt to establish an inspection and report mechanism in the new republican era was made in 1925, when the country was divided into fourteen inspectorate regions and an inspector deputy appointed to each region. The RPP Regulations of 1927 obliged a limited number of prominent deputies in the RPP General Executive Committee (Umumî İdare Heyeti) to carry out annual inspections in their inspection regions. After the Third Congress of the RPP in 1931, according to Article 42 of the RPP Regulations drawn up in that congress, party deputies were expected to tour their election districts or other regions to which they were appointed as inspectors, write up their observations and investigations, and submit these reports biennially to the secretary general of the party.5

There are two such kinds of reports in the archives. The first type comprises election district reports by party deputies on the regions they represented; these reports were required of all party deputies. The second type, classified as inspection district reports, were submitted by party deputies charged specifically by the secretary general with inspecting local party branches and state–society relations in a particular inspection district, made up of three or four provinces, which were different from their election districts.6 For example, Bekir Kaleli, who was the deputy of Gaziantep, a province located in Southeastern Anatolia, was at the same time the inspector of the Aydın district, which included four western provinces neighboring each other, Aydın, Muğla, Burdur, and Isparta.7 The main logic behind the dual-system inspection mechanism was probably the reciprocal control of the deputies in order to minimize the likelihood of incorrect or exaggerated information.8

As for the content, no considerable differences exist between election district reports and inspection district reports, though inspector deputies showed a bit more concern for party organizations. Both types of reports focus on the work of state and party functionaries; the wrongdoings of the local bureaucracy; social and economic conditions; the people’s needs, demands, and complaints; and public opinion. Fortunately, there are myriad reports from the beginning of the single-party period to 1950, when the Democratic Party came to power in free elections and the RPP, as the opposition party, discontinued its comprehensive inspection and reporting mechanism.9 Each report, whether of an election district or an inspection district, is preserved in a file with many related documents, including thematic report summaries submitted to the ministries, answers from the ministers to the issues raised in the summaries, special reports on measures taken by the ministries in response to these issues, and notes from the secretary general to the ministers on urgent matters identified by the report authors. These documents indicate that such reports did not sit unread on the dusty shelves of bureaucratic agencies but played an active role in the governing of the country.
Inspection systems and the practice of writing reports on local bureaucracies, socioeconomic conditions, and popular opinions were not, to be sure, peculiar to early republican Turkey. With the development of the modern state in the 19th and especially the 20th century, many European governments developed surveillance, social control, and self-monitoring mechanisms as indispensable components of a centralized administration that could adjust to economic, social, and political trends. The emergence of a public sphere mediating between the state and society, and the increasing influence of society on politics, prompted modern governments to monitor public opinion. The reporting system in early republican Turkey thus cannot be interpreted as an exceptional characteristic of a rigid, bureaucratic, and centralist state tradition nor as a peculiarity of the Turkish single-party regime. Compared to a multi-party regime, the single-party state undoubtedly had more need of such inspection and report mechanisms to compensate for the weaknesses of other communication channels linking the state with society. Nevertheless, the origins of these mechanisms in Turkey can be traced back to the liberalization and modernization reforms initiated by the Ottoman state.

Early intelligence efforts of the Ottoman government to employ hafiyes (spies) emerged during the social upheavals of the 17th and 18th centuries. Regular inspection and report-writing systems, however, only gained a foothold in the mid-19th century in the context of integration into the world economy, the gradual liberalization of the political system, and the emergence of an educated middle class and of nationalist movements, all of which motivated Ottoman rulers to take the “social domain” more seriously. The Tanzimat era was marked by a new kind of governmentality based on maintaining social control and legitimacy through systematic information gathering, which replaced an older method of rule characterized by the repression of divergent political opinions and behaviors. Tanzimat reforms—including changes to the tax system, equality between Muslim and non-Muslim subjects, and the establishment of a modern administrative structure and centralized bureaucracy—encountered deep social resistance and dissent within local communities. The reforms’ adverse effects on vested interests, the wrongdoings of state employees who were posted to the provinces to carry them out, and general discontent with the new taxes and rules compelled Ottoman rulers to institute more developed inspection systems.

The first move of the government, in 1840, was to post inspectors to the provinces in order to oversee the implementations of the Tanzimat reforms and to detect obstacles blocking the proper functioning of local administrations. The main motive of the inspection system for the Ottoman government was to ascertain the wrongdoings of state employees tasked with putting the reforms into effect, and thus to control local bureaucracies. Reports written by inspectors were employed by the central government to take measures against cruel and corrupt state employees whose actions spurred public opposition. After these first inspection attempts failed to prevent or even minimize the mismanagement of reforms, abuses by local authorities, and the growth of social discontent, the Sublime Porte decided in 1845 to invite two local notables from each province to Istanbul as representatives to report on problems in their region. With the arrival of these representatives in the Ottoman capital the same year, the government
established Public Improvement Councils (Mecalis-i İ’mariyye) in all provinces. The members of these councils toured their provinces and reported to the High Council (Meclis-i Vala) about defects in local administrations and the needs and grievances of the people. These reports received close attention from the High Council.  

In 1851, the government, still lacking adequate information about popular opinions and the conduct of state affairs in remote parts of the empire, decided to appoint new inspectors to the provinces. The High Council detailed the inspection methods and procedures in an instruction book (teftiş talimatnamesi), according to which all governors and other administrators were to be investigated and assessed regularly. A main duty of the inspectors was to report on the faults and achievements of local officials. Other tasks were to prevent the bribery of state officials and other activities contrary to the spirit of the Tanzimat reforms and to make the collection of taxes more efficient and fair. The inspectors drew up reports on their observations and sent them to Istanbul periodically.

From the mid-19th century on, the growing political influence of the new educated middle class—especially the constitutionalist and reformist intellectuals known as the Young Ottomans—and of the social and nationalist movements emerging across the empire intensified the need for special and highly qualified inspectors. The government’s focus shifted even further from the political and administrative spheres to the social domain. Besides the 1845 establishment of a designated police institution, in 1864 the state appointed special inspectors similar to highly authorized civil police officers to gather information on every subject in which the government was interested, ranging from political and economic trends to the activities of suspicious people. These inspectors had the right to take legal action when necessary by prosecuting those who violated the law and the public order.

During the second half of the 19th century, the government resorted more frequently to employing hafiyes to report on people’s opinions of the sultan and of state policies. The hafiyes kept their fingers on the pulse of public opinion by attentively listening and talking with people in mosques, coffeehouses, bathhouses, markets, and other public places. They related their conversations and other word-of-mouth information to scribes (katips) who wrote them down. The type of report in which these observations were recorded came to be called a journal by the government, and the word in its meaning of “report” or “intelligence” thereby entered Ottoman Turkish. The Ottoman hafiyes were important elements of a process in which the form of state rule underwent a transformation from a despotic and arbitrary kind of governmentality to a modern one; increasingly, social control aimed not to punish and repress but rather to take public opinion into account in order to govern society properly, maintain the consent of the governed, and prevent the emergence of opposition forces and social upheavals.

By the fourth quarter of the century, the Hamidian regime used these reports extensively as an information-gathering technique that came to be called jurnalizm. Contrary to widely held assumptions, Abdülhamit II (r. 1876–1909) did not invent Ottoman inspection and reporting practices, but he did make them part and parcel of state rule. Starting in the first years of his rule he also obliged local governors to send general situation reports (layiha) on their regions to the central government. Finally, through the establishment of Inspection Commissions (Heyet-i Tefşiyeler) in 1879, which were devised to monitor and control the organization of provincial government institutions and the mood of the people, Abdülhamit II reinforced the surveillance mechanism.
In the Second Constitutional Era, the Committee of Union and Progress set up its own inspection system, which had similar aims. The republican regime modernized and extended this legacy through a wider and more systematic application of the reporting system.

THE LEGAL AND INSTITUTIONAL BASE OF REPORTING IN THE EARLY REPUBLIC

In conjunction with the political consolidation and state-building efforts of the republican regime in the 1920s and 1930s, the Kemalist elite established a procedural, legal, and institutional base for interrelated systems of inspection, information gathering, and reporting. The Nine Principles (Dokuz Umde) of 1923, which delineated the main aims and principles of the new government; the Regulations of the RPP (CHF Nizamnamesi), especially those of 1927 and 1931; and the instruction books for inspection (teftiş talimatnameleri) that were systematically published by the party all introduced specific principles, procedures, and methods for self-control of the state and party organizations and for the assessment of public opinion. These documents reveal the importance attached by the government to events in the social realm and to administrative performance in its effort to maintain its own legitimacy.

One of the Nine Principles stated that the people’s affinity for the party was dependent upon the employment of capable and fair state employees; all state organizations would need to be inspected regularly if the regime was to attract popular support. Accordingly, the new RPP regulations of 1927 and especially those of 1931 established a regular and comprehensive inspection system that would be implemented by party deputies in their election districts. According to Article 111 of the 1931 regulations, the deputies, who would be appointed by the RPP General Executive Committee, were to make thorough visits of their election districts twice during each electoral term.

The General Executive Committee published instruction manuals delineating how such inspections were to be carried out and how reports were to be prepared and submitted to the secretary general of the party. Since these manuals determined the subjects to be covered during the inspection, they roughly shaped the content of the reports. For this reason, an examination of party instructional materials enables a better understanding of reporting practices. In 1935, Secretary General Recep Peker sent an inspection plan and instruction manual to RPP deputies who had been appointed as party inspectors. These documents outlined the districts to be inspected and the tasks and responsibilities of the deputies. According to the plan, the inspectors were to visit all of the counties and villages in their region within one year in order to examine the work conducted by party branches, determine the economic needs and problems of district residents, and investigate popular opinion. They were also expected to disseminate party principles wherever they went.

In 1943, the RPP issued a new instruction book that was much more inclusive than earlier versions. It consisted of two chapters, “The Tasks of the Inspectors” and “Reports.” According to the first chapter, the primary responsibility of the inspectors was to disseminate party principles; the second was to ascertain the general needs and demands of the people. Inspectors were tasked with investigating the local party administrations and
their relationships to provincial government agencies, identifying potential obstacles to the implementation of laws and reforms, and monitoring the functioning of the People’s Houses (Halkevleri), the most important ideological apparatus of the RPP.\footnote{31} Inspectors were to inform the secretary general immediately if they encountered any abuses of state authority by party members, and they were responsible for identifying any covert or open oppositional elements, subversive attacks on the party, political tendencies among ethnic and religious minorities, or feelings of popular dissatisfaction. Finally, inspectors were strongly encouraged to submit proposals on how to remedy these problems.\footnote{32} Article 4 of the chapter regulated the methods used by inspectors to carry out their tasks. Inspectors were advised to have sincere talks with (samimi görüşmeler yaparak) party members and administrators; be familiar with the region’s public and private institutions and places of work; and talk to members of various professions and to young people, whether one by one or in groups. The instructions in this chapter stated that the inspectors should visit public places where district residents routinely gathered, listen to everybody calmly (soğukkanlıklı), and show respect and love for each citizen who did not have a subversive agenda.\footnote{33}

The second chapter of the instruction book detailed how the actual inspection reports were to be prepared. Article 12 listed the main questions that the inspectors were to answer in their reports. They were to evaluate the degree to which local party branches had succeeded in disseminating party principles; defects and loopholes in existing laws and local bureaucracies; any conflicts between the laws and local customs or traditions; how the administrative boards of party branches in the provinces, districts, and subdistricts performed their duties; whether local bureaucracies worked in accordance with the programs and regulations of the RPP; and whether party directors abused their authority. They were also to identify people who expressed oppositional political beliefs as well as the causes of their opposition and to assess the economic conditions, living standards, and opinions of workers, traders, artisans, farmers, and ethnic minorities. Finally, inspectors were expected to note the presence of poor people, observe whether local party organizations were sufficiently interested in social welfare work, and recommend types of social aid the government could provide in order to reduce poverty.\footnote{34}

**THE MOTIVES BEHIND THE REPORTING SYSTEM**

*Monitoring Society*

Several overlapping forces drove the Kemalist elite to turn to inspection and information gathering through reports. These included the emergence of widespread social unrest in response to the secularizing reforms; the agricultural droughts of 1927, 1928, and 1935; the Great Depression that haunted the entire 1930s and ushered in statist economic policies; and bureaucratic malfunctioning and corruption.\footnote{35} Turkish nationalism and state-building efforts were confronted with numerous uprisings and religious backlash in this period, including the recurrent rebellions of Kurdish tribes from 1924 to 1938, and with the unexpectedly rapid growth of an opposition movement led by the Free Republican Party (SerbestCumhuriyet Fırkası [FRP]).\footnote{36} These challenges culminated in a legitimacy crisis that compelled the Kemalist elite to keep a close watch on both the
population and local bureaucracies. By monitoring popular opinion and ameliorating the people’s grievances as far as possible, the RPP sought to reinforce its fragile hegemony. A speech by Mustafa Kemal, given after he had completed a tour of the nation in 1930 and 1931, sheds light on the factors that contributed to the erosion of the regime’s legitimacy: “One of the main things weakening the party and the government is the ignorance of the demands and complaints of the people and the local party administrations. The demands and complaints of the people must be absolutely taken into account by the state administration.”

A primary concern behind the establishment of a monitoring mechanism was the lack of communication channels between the Kemalist state and its citizens. This was not peculiar to early republican Turkey. Two contemporary authoritarian states, Stalinist Russia and Nazi Germany, located at extreme ends of the political spectrum, also needed to keep track of emerging social trends, public opinion, and the functioning of state bureaucracies. Toward this end, they exploited two mechanisms: reporting systems and the monitoring of citizens’ letters and petitions. Sheila Fitzpatrick, historian of the early Soviet Union, notes that the raison d’être of reporting systems in authoritarian regimes was to gather information about a society whose voices were otherwise silenced in the political domain. In addition, citizens’ letters and petitions were often evaluated for information on both popular opinion and incidents of bureaucratic malfunctioning. However, letters and petitions may have reflected particular subjective views and often functioned as a deliberate subaltern strategy, as authorities well knew. The Soviet leadership thus relied heavily on reports written by politicians, the secret police, the OGPU (Obyedinyonnye Gosudarstvennoye Politicheskoye Upravleniye or Joint State Political Directorate), and, later, the NKVD (Narodnyy Komissariat Vnutrennikh Del or the People’s Commissariat for Internal Affairs). In a similar vein, the Nazi regime often encouraged its citizens to write petitions and letters to the government; in particular, it encouraged citizens to report on civil servants suspected of bureaucratic malfeasance and on people with seditious views. However, as Aryeh Unger has documented, rather than relying solely upon the self-interested content of letters and petitions, Nazi leaders, like those of the Soviet Union, relied predominantly on reports prepared by politicians and the secret police.

Similar to the two cases above, in the early Turkish republic there were few channels through which local society could communicate with the government because of the lack of free elections, free press, and free associational life. Although the government had designed a system of indirect elections to signal its commitment to the will of the nation, Atatürk himself nominated the candidates and thus elections did not yield accurate information about public opinion. As for the press, it was under censorship and could expose neither malpractices of high officials nor the mood of the public. In addition, although Kemalists considered knowledge of the population indispensable to good governance, they lacked both statistical and sociological sources of information. The republican state did not have an effective institution producing precise statistical data. Sociological studies were also far from satisfactory from the government’s perspective. The modernizing intellectuals of the empire who preceded the Kemalists had been interested in the theoretical aspects of sociology since the beginning of the 20th century, but they had only developed a modicum of interest in studies grounded in fieldwork, observation, data gathering, and statistical analysis. The reporting mechanism
was therefore of great importance to the government for yielding needed information about Turkish society.

As for citizens’ letters as information sources, the practice in Turkey dates back to the earliest period of the Ottoman Empire; letter-writing was used by the sultanic authority to construct its legitimacy and by the people to advance their own interests. Ordinary people often used letters and petitions as a subaltern strategy to effect the decisions of rulers. Although the republican government also took the letters and petitions of its citizens seriously, it could not always take the information presented in them for granted, either because it was inconvenient or because it masked the writers’ subjective interests. For instance, the Ministry of Justice dismissed a large number of letters that accused individuals of insulting the government and Atatürk after finding such accusations to be unfounded. Like contemporary single-party regimes in Europe, the Turkish government opted to rely more frequently on its deputies’ reports, which were considered to be more refined and objective. These reports also enabled the authorities to cross-check the reliability of demands and complaints made in the petitions.

Monitoring Local Party and State Organizations

The instruction books and party regulations described earlier illustrate that one of the driving forces behind the reporting system, in the absence of democratic practices that would reveal bureaucratic malfeasance, was to identify administrative defects, party wrongdoings, and improper implementations of the laws in remote parts of the country. As Unger argues in the context of the Third Reich, one of the major concerns of such inspection reports was to expose bureaucratic malpractices that demoralized society. This kind of reporting system, as J. Malcolm Smith and Cornelius P. Cotter point out, was a clear reflection of “a desire to maintain a continuous check upon the administration.” The importance that the Kemalist leadership attached to an efficient and fair administration is amply illustrated in its official discourse. However, during the second half of the 1920s, both the National Assembly and the party leadership were not able to investigate effectively the actions of government agencies since the ruling RPP government wielded unrivaled political power, especially after the promulgation of the Law for the Maintenance of Order (Takrir-i Sükün Kanunu) and the subsequent closure of the Progressive Republican Party (Terakkiperver Cumhuriyet Fırkası), the first opposition party, in 1925. The party’s rapid elevation to this powerful status during the 1920s predisposed its officials to abuse party authority for their own interests. The widespread corruption of party officials and state bureaucrats posed a serious problem for those in charge of the party’s central bureaucracy because such corruption might have further reduced the party’s fragile legitimacy. As noted by Hilmi Uran, a party inspector and prominent figure within the ruling circle, the behavior of state officials was a major source of public dissatisfaction in the interwar period. Especially in the late 1920s, the executors and controllers of the local party organizations—known as mutemet—caused such widespread discontent that the people began to call all unfair, corrupt, or rude state employees “mutemet.” Indeed, the state did suffer from a shortage of qualified and well-educated bureaucrats. Moreover, the salaries paid to lower-level state employees were inadequate for meeting their basic needs. In an effort to supplement their income, many state and party officials abused their power and became involved in corruption,
which exacerbated popular discontent with the government. According to a well-known anecdote, during public demonstrations led by the second short-lived opposition party FRP in Izmir on 5 September 1930, a party supporter threw the corpse of his son, who had been killed by the police, in front of FRP chairman Fethi Okyar and cried out: “Here! Here it is, a sacrifice! We are willing to sacrifice someone else among us if you rescue us from the RPP. Please, rescue us from the hands of these mutemets.”

During the Third Congress of the RPP in 1931, after the FRP was shut down, Secretary General Recep Peker warned the party’s provincial directors and all government officials not to commit wrongdoings or show indifference to the law and to the needs of the citizens. In a speech at the congress, Atatürk stressed the value of fair public criticism of the government for the consolidation of the political order. In other words, the government’s indifference to criticism by opposition forces had fostered the malfunctioning of the entire state bureaucracy. This lack of administrative discipline motivated the Kemalist elite to keep a close watch on local government agencies during the 1930s. As Uran explained, “One of the main thrusts behind the inspections and reports by deputies was to monitor the local party organization for the proper implementation of government works and select skilled and respected persons in their districts as party bureaucrats.”

According to the RPP’s regulations, provincial party administrations had to submit biannual working reports to the RPP general secretariat. The secretary general sent special notebooks to each province listing the questions party officials were to address. These ranged from how local party branches were functioning to how people felt about the party and government. However, these reports were most likely not reliable from the perspective of party authorities because most of the provincial party chiefs provided superficially positive assessments, such as “Everything is okay,” “The local party organization and the government work effectively and in harmony with the people,” and “All citizens were content with their life.”

The deputy reports thus had another function: they could be cross-checked against these working reports of the provincial administrations in order to test the validity of the latter. For instance, alarmed by reports produced by the deputies and party inspectors of the province of Çanakkale, Secretary General Peker issued a warning letter in 1936 to the province’s party chair, noting the discrepancies between the working reports written by the provincial party administration and those produced by the deputies. Contrary to the working reports, which affirmed that the party was functioning in an orderly fashion, the inspection and election district reports revealed malpractices and disorganization. Pointing to the allegations made in the deputy reports, Peker sent a warning to the provincial party chair stating that he would be watching party operations in Çanakkale closely. This warning letter was just one of many that inundated provincial party administrations.

Control of the Deputies

The reports functioned as a surveillance mechanism not only over local society and provincial bureaucracies but also over the deputies themselves. By means of the reporting system, the top leaders in Ankara sought to encourage deputies to work and to show...
an interest in their election or inspection districts. Before the 1930s, the indifference of the deputies to local party activities and to the citizens whom they represented was a common public criticism. Before the Second Congress of the RPP in 1927, the majority of deputies seemed so indifferent to the activities of the government that many of them did not even participate in important sessions held by the National Assembly and the Party Congress. Such laxity on the part of the deputies forced the RPP leadership to attach greater importance to party discipline.

This indifference and abuse of power and authority caused not only ordinary citizens but also some prominent Kemalist politicians to lose faith in the party. Atatürk frequently complained in his addresses to party bureaucrats about transgressions perpetrated by party politicians and ordered the government to curtail the proliferation of this behavior. Atatürk nominated the deputies personally, and thus any corrupt practices or other indications that they lacked a sense of responsibility to society threatened to damage the populist image promoted by the party, which depicted the state as the benevolent father of the nation and the nation itself as “a coherent mass that is classless and without privileged groups” (sınıfsız, imtiyazsız, kaynasış kitle). For these reasons, party leaders pushed deputies to become familiar with their so-called “electors,” and the report mechanisms required politicians to visit the remotest parts of the country. As noted by a contemporary observer, before the implementation of these mandatory annual visits to the provinces, the people imagined the deputies to be distant and alien creatures who took no interest in them. The Kemalist elite assumed that if deputies appeared in public places and listened to the people’s requests and grievances, the populist image of the party would be strengthened. In this regard, the activity of “listening to the people patiently by the deputies who came from the seat of government” had a symbolic meaning.

For the RPP leadership, the duty of a party deputy was not only to keep the government abreast of local developments but also to disseminate party principles in the election and inspection districts. The reports are replete with vivid descriptions of such propagandistic activities. In this respect, they operated as an instrument by which the deputies could recount their own activities, such as giving public lectures, on behalf of the party. The deputy of Izmir, Benal Nevzat Arman, wrote in his report that he had traveled to his election district to disseminate “the high principles of the party” and to determine what his electors expected of him and of the government. Another deputy of Izmir, Kamil Dursun, described his propaganda activities for the party during an election district tour in this way:

In my election district, I reminded our peasants of the suspension of their debts to the Agricultural Bank and the precious efforts of our party to provide all of the people with a comfortable life. Giving example of the decrease in the prices of sugar and salt, I declared that our party exerts a great effort to satisfy the people’s needs.

Lastly, this dual inspection and reporting system—in which each province was inspected first by the deputies of the province and then by inspectors from another region—enabled the Kemalist leadership to check the veracity of the reports and provided an auto-control mechanism among the deputies, motivating them to conduct their inspections efficiently and compose their reports accurately.
As Peter Holquist points out in the context of the Soviet Union during the interwar period, the process of gathering information through reports was not unidirectional; rather, it was an interactive process in which the government acted on the information collected. The government sought to use this information to respond to public demands and needs, correct the misconduct of its officials, and thereby consolidate its legitimacy. In Nazi Germany as well, as Unger writes, “what the people thought and their worries and needs were clearly of some importance to the regime, because this information could assist the regime in adapting its propaganda and its social policies accordingly.” While this mechanism has been very important to single-party regimes, it is not particular to them. The common purpose of such reports in all modern administrations, whether liberal or authoritarian, is to provide decision makers with information on public opinion and administrative performance. In other words, “reporting was, in fact, a species of consultation prior to taking action.” However, for an authoritarian single-party regime in which most other channels of communication to the authorities are blocked, the information collected in this manner is more vital than for other regimes.

The reports thus played a key role in the decision-making process of the Turkish single-party government. The government’s interest in compiling comprehensive information on society and local administrations was not only to monitor them but also to put the information to use so as to consolidate its own legitimacy by redressing the people’s grievances, rectifying wrongdoings, modifying state policies, and promoting social welfare. The Kemalist leadership governed the country not only through arbitrary decrees and repressive measures but also by assessing local conditions, needs, and complaints. From the notes written in the margins of the reports by both central party and state officials who read them, and the use to which they were later put, it is evident that the reports indirectly but extensively affected government policymaking.

Writing a report was the first step in social and administrative monitoring. Typically, the reports were then meticulously evaluated and investigated before being transformed into government action. In the evaluation stage, the reports were read closely and then their important points were summarized and sent to the most relevant of the thirteen RPP bureaus that had been established by the party in 1931 to deal with matters ranging from administration, economy, labor, and social policies to sports, culture, the press, associations, and propaganda. Each bureau was directed by a prominent politician and reported to the General Secretariat.

In the first stage of the evaluation process, reports were sent to the Fourth Bureau, which was in charge of inspections. Officials in this bureau examined and summarized the reports, then categorized the issues they raised and forwarded them to other relevant party bureaus, which often operated as a conduit for the reports between the government ministers and the secretary general. Based on notes in the margins of the reports and documents attached to them, the Fourth Bureau frequently referred matters in the reports to the secretary general and government ministers directly. Before returning their evaluations to the bureaus and the secretary general, the ministries studied the reports in detail and frequently investigated their claims before taking any action. They then often either put the matter on the agenda of a parliamentary session or ordered local administrators to take measures addressing the problems raised in the report. In the last
stage of the process, the ministers informed the secretary general, the Fourth Bureau, or the other bureaus of the results of their investigation and of the measures that had been or would be taken, or the reasons that no measures would be taken. The examples that follow illustrate this evaluation process and its role in government decision making. In 1942, the deputies of Hatay investigated and reported on the main problems and needs of their election district. Recounting specific complaints of city residents, the deputies strongly recommended that an effective institution be established in the region to fight malaria and that physicians be appointed to the province. After the report was evaluated and measures implemented in response to it, the minister of health and social assistance concluded that the demands of the report had been partially met: “Upon investigation of the region, since it is understood that malaria ruled in the region, the ministry established a strong organization for the fight against malaria and assigned a physician there.” Another report from the same province noted that the people had demanded that the large bogs that were causing malaria be drained as soon as possible. This part of the report was forwarded to the Ministry of Public Works. A few months later, the minister, in his memo to the secretary general, stated that the ministry had drained all of the large bogs that the municipality had not been able to drain. In a similar case, the party inspectors assigned to Kastamonu and Sivas informed the secretary general that very poor health conditions in these cities were causing widespread discontent and that the appointment of more doctors to the region was essential in order to ease people’s suffering. In response, the Ministry of Health appointed many health officers and three doctors to the two cities. In another case, reports written by the deputies of Izmir noted that inhabitants were suffering from epidemics and emphasized the people’s demands that bogs be drained and a sufficient number of doctors be appointed to the hospitals. These reports also recounted the difficult conditions in which the Muslim refugees from Greece, who had arrived in Turkey following the population exchange, were living and asked that measures be implemented to relieve their suffering. The minister of health and social assistance responded to this report by providing the immigrants with relief in the form of housing, land, agricultural equipment, and wheat seed. Among other items, 719 kilograms of free quinine and other medicines were allocated to the counties of Izmir.

In the early years of the republic, peasants constituted about 80 percent of the population. The reports thus frequently recounted demands for agricultural items such as plows, sickles, sacks, draft animals, and wheat seed. In the early 1930s, report writers noted that the peasants suffered from inadequate agricultural inputs and declining prices caused by the economic crisis of 1929. Transmitting the demands of the peasants to the government, the reports often called for an improvement in agricultural methods and supportive financial measures for producers. In the 1930s, demands for the construction of barns and storage facilities for crops were prominent. The reports also described peasants who had difficulties discharging their debts to the Agricultural Bank and who demanded debt relief and a reduction of the livestock tax, the land tax, and the road tax, all of which weighed heavily on the peasantry. For instance, according to a report by RPP deputy Ali Cenani, who investigated some central, western, and northern Anatolian towns in 1930, farmers throughout these areas complained about the land tax and especially about extremely high tax assessments. In the province of Samsun, for instance, some small farmers complained that government officials had estimated
the value of lands worth twenty Turkish lira at eighty Turkish lira. RPP deputies of the three central Anatolian provinces of Yozgat, Çorum, and Kırşehir similarly reported widespread complaints about the high and inaccurate assessments of land taxes.

Criticism of the livestock tax was also frequently recorded in reports from Anatolia. In 1930, an RPP deputy noted in his report that livestock owners throughout Anatolia complained of very high rates of livestock tax despite the sharp decline in the value of livestock during the economic crisis. The deputies of Eskişehir also noted widespread discontent with the soaring tax rates on livestock. The deputy of Edirne recorded in his election district reports that the peasants’ frustration with the livestock tax had caused widespread discontent. The deputies of southern Anatolia, Mersin, and Cebeliberet (Osmaniye) likewise reported that the high tax rate on livestock was a major source of dissatisfaction.

Most of the deputy reports stated that the road tax was another cause of widespread public criticism. Ali Cenani reported in 1930 that he had heard complaints about the road tax everywhere he visited. Reports written by the deputies of Konya and Aksaray in 1931 also noted that the road tax was causing outcry among peasants, especially because of the compulsory labor requirements imposed on those unable to pay. A 1931 report written by the deputy of Edirne and a 1934 report written by the deputy of Eskişehir similarly highlighted the complaints made against this tax. In 1931, the RPP deputies of Tokat, Çorum, Yozgat, Kastamonu, Kayseri, Kırşehir, and Sivas also reported that the citizens were aggrieved by the road tax. In the same year, deputy Mustafa Kazım reported that in Denizli the people were unhappy with the tax.

In the mid-1930s, partly in response to these complaints and demands, which had few ways of reaching the RPP other than through the reports, the government began to revise some of the policies that were producing discontent. For example, it supported the petty and middle producers through an agricultural assistance program, specifically agricultural purchases at prices above market levels, which were initiated in 1932, despite some infrastructural limitations of the program and of the Agricultural Bank that was entrusted with carrying out the purchases. As a result of the social pressure to build new storage facilities and barns, the government began to construct new granaries. In 1938, the Soil Products Office was established with the mandate to build new storage facilities and to help the Agricultural Bank make purchases devised to prevent a radical decline in prices. In 1935, the government decided to ease the debt burden of the farmers by reducing high interest rates on agricultural loans and postponing debt payments by fifteen years. This was done by allowing peasants to repay their debts to the Agricultural Bank in installments. The government also reduced the livestock tax by considerable amounts in 1931, 1932, and 1936. In 1932, the total tax reduction was between 15 and 32 percent. In January 1936, the government once again cut the tax rate on livestock by an average of 41.5 percent. The road tax rates and related labor obligations were also reduced by 50 to 60 percent in 1931. In addition to these changes, the government forgave half of the accrued agricultural taxes in 1934.

Another problem addressed in the reports was peasant complaints about the Forestry Organization, which implemented the laws and regulations protecting the forests very strictly and sometimes unjustly, thereby depriving the peasants of forest resources. The government insisted on maintaining its strict forest laws yet bended the rules in practice. On 22 February 1936, for example, Recep Peker forwarded sections of the 1936 election
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District reports concerning the requests of peasants to the minister of agriculture and asked the minister to assist the peasants in obtaining timber for woodworking and firewood, which the reports had found were needed. Six months later, the minister notified the new secretary general, Şükrü Kaya, of several measures taken by the ministry. Temporarily relaxing the rules that limited public rights to the forests, the ministry had improved peasant access to wood and other forest products. Apart from this, based on election district reports in 1935 and 1936 that described the suffering of peasants from the drought in central Anatolia, the Ministry of Agriculture provided assistance in the form of agricultural equipment, wheat, and seed.

The reports also called attention to requests made by urban laborers for relief from the high cost of living and poor working conditions. Upon receiving the report of a party inspector that described the arduous and unsanitary conditions under which women and children were working at the carpet looms in Isparta in 1936, Recep Peker urged both the governor of Isparta and the minister of economy, Celal Bayar, to look into the problem and demanded that working conditions be improved as soon as possible. The secretary general also informed the minister of public works about the dire working and living conditions of railway workers in Sivas, which had been poignantly described in both party and deputy reports; Perker urged the ministry to take an interest in the problem.

Working-class demands for a labor code were also noted in the reports. On 20 March 1933, deputies of Balıkesir investigating their election district had long conversations with workers who insistently demanded the enactment of a labor code. One prominent deputy, Hacim Muhiddin (Çarıklı), reported the complaints of the workers—including low wages, grueling work hours, and a lack of workplace safety and of free medical treatment—to the RPP secretary general. The deputy wrote, “The workers’ most urgent request from the party is immediate adoption of a labor code.” He recommended that the government pass a labor code as soon as possible. An analysis of the proposed code and of how far the government responded to all of the worker’s demands is beyond the scope of this article. However, it seems clear that the voices of laboring people reached the ruling elite through these reports, albeit indirectly, and that they affected policymakers’ discussions and decisions. The flow of information about working conditions via the reports must have contributed, along with other factors, to bringing labor questions into policymaking circles. In the absence of a significant organized labor movement, accounts of working conditions and the demands of laborers were transmitted through the reports to policymakers and stimulated the efforts of the government to enact protective labor legislation during the first two decades of the republic. These efforts ended with the passage of a labor law in 1936, which was protective of a considerable part of the working class in many respects, in spite of its restrictive provisions such as a ban on strikes and labor unions.

Another important matter on which the RPP deputies focused was public opinion about prices and the high cost of living. Especially during World War II, which resulted in an economic slump and consequent public misery, party deputies of Istanbul frequently toured the city to talk with citizens in the streets and coffeehouses face to face. Report authors evaluated public opinion about the economy and provided detailed surveys of the conditions of the market and its impact on consumers and merchants. According to these reports, people complained about inflation in the prices of foodstuffs and consumer goods, the rampant black market, and high rents. Such public discontent, which was
related to the authorities through the reports as well as through the press and citizens’ petitions, led the government to fight, or sometimes to pretend to fight, the high cost of living and the widespread profiteering on which it was often blamed by the people.106

CONCLUSION

Election and inspection district reports written by RPP deputies during the single-party era provide an opportunity to open new perspectives on state–society relations in Turkish historiography. Early republican Turkey has conventionally been seen through the prism of political and intellectual history. The modernization project under the Kemalist single-party regime has created the illusion that the state was isolated from the population and was an autonomous and rigid bureaucratic entity. In contrast, this paper has argued that the single-party state not only governed the country from above but also paid attention to social conditions, popular opinion, and the practices of local bureaucracies. Despite its authoritarian characteristics, the early republican government seems to have relied on modern techniques of social control that were responsive to people’s demands and complaints and to have displayed flexibility in adapting to social circumstances and public opinion. Perhaps the smooth transition from a single-party regime to a multi-party system in the second half of the 1940s, which took place without a bloody or revolutionary social movement, owes a great deal, among other factors, to the flexible characteristics of the single-party state and the self-awareness of its fragile hegemony.
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